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Сажетак: Глобализација омогућава слободан ток људи, идеја, информација и добара; међутим, тај циљ 
је само делимично остварен. Сарадња ствара доследност, при чему се јављају и двоструки стандарди, у 
виду економских могућности и ограничења (како би се испунили домаћи и гео-политички циљеви).   
Промене у међународним трговинским односима су презентоване јавности, не само кроз очи медија већ и 
знатно детаљније. Ако се успоставе трговинске везе, јавност ће бити упозната са новим потрошачким 
могућностима и ценовним редукцијама. У случају санкција и оганичења, у јавности се јавља супротан 
ефекат. На удару се налази конзистентност постојећих економских система заснованих на глобализацији, 
при чему је њихово мењање или одржавање веома тежак задатак. Креатори политике морају размотрити 
мишљење јавног мњења и спремност на прилагођавање. Његово формирање и мењање, са политичког 
аспекта је од посебног значаја. 
Кључне речи: политички маркетинг, двоструки стандарди, глобализација, комуникација, конфликт, 
промена, међународна трговина. 
  

Abstract: Globalisation meant to bring free flow of people, ideas, information and goods; this aim was only 
partially achieved. Cooperation creates consistency and in this regard double standards are present and 
economic possibilities and boundaries are created in order to fulfil domestic or geo-political goals.  
Changes in international trade relationships are presented to the public not only through the eyes of the media 
(according to its affiliation) but are practically felt by the public. If trade links are established, the public will be 
presented with new consumption possibilities and lower prices. If sanctions and limitations are erected, the 
opposite effect is felt by the public. Consistency of existing economic systems created by globalisation is heavily 
affected, changing or preserving them is a difficult task.  
Policy makers have to consider public opinion changes; willingness to adopt. Forming and changing it in a 
politically favourable manor is important. 
Keywords: Political Marketing, Double Standards, Globalisation, Communication, Conflict, Change, 
International trade. 

1. Economic consistency and globalisation 

Globalisation and divide      

According to Financial Times (2014) “Globalisation describes a process by which 

national and regional economies, societies, and cultures have become integrated 

through the global network of trade, communication, immigration and transportation.”. 

Although the definition of globalisation as a phenomenon or a process can be different; 

there are fundamental issues that all definitions agree on, similarly to the one by 
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Financial Times. These similarities include the integration processes of different 

countries and regions. This notion can be argued since international trade relationships 

are dominated and over-shadowed by international politics. Globalisation should be a 

free flowing process according to liberal economic principles without limitation like 

political pressure. This pressure on the other hand is constantly present. Every country 

has its aims and objectives, so called “national interests” that are of primary 

importance. Although the word “enemy” is rarely used in today‟s society in regards to 

countries - considered something primitive and archaic - still these practices are present 

and visible.  

Throughout history, states (countries) stood allied together in blocks with clearly 

defined interest; directed against another block with opposing interests. A clear 

example would be the Cold-War period, especially after the Second World War until 

the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the whole socialist-block itself. Some define 

the Cold-War as a phenomenon that started after the Second World War, although 

George F. Keenan (1947) clearly defines the background of the conflict and its origin 

in ideology itself. Thus this conflict started with the 1917 revolution. The principles 

laid down by the revolutionaries themselves made opposition and conflict obligatory. 

This principle was the class struggle between the “working class masses” and the 

“capitalistic bourgeoisie” as described by Marx. This was enforced by the “us” and 

“them” rhetoric on both sides; clearly distinguishing between enemies and allies 

(comrades). This “us and them” rhetoric was used by both sides, one of the most 

visible forms were the “red scare” tactics of the 1950‟s in the United States. Stafford 

(2013) describes the “Red-Scare” as a powerful influencer since it installed fear from 

the Soviets in the eyes of the population. The economic and political beliefs were 

contrasted with each other; describing a paradise of possibilities on one side, and a 

dysfunctional and totalitarian regime on the other side. The 1962 movie “Red 

Nightmare” was one of the most prominent ones that installed fear and negative 

emotions against communism. The Soviet state had its own propaganda media-machine 

that was directly and tightly controlled, with no foreign influence (opposed to the 

western) and had the same objectives only directed against western ideologies and 

capitalism. Posters, politically motivated films and radio shows were used to advocate 

the superior soviet way of life in contrast to the western one. The political and cultural 

war was not only present in the Soviet Union, where the main focus was on the anti-

religious propaganda described by Powel (1967) with the main aim to create a uniform 

atheistic state. In the USA, the field of education experienced the divide, which was 

further complicated by the traditional and liberal/progressive fight (racial 

discrimination and segregation; nationalistic approach to education or the sovereignty 

of the different states in contrast during the 50‟s) that all collided with the red-scare. 

Foster and Davis (2004) name the Soviet Union as an “easy target” in this political 

divide, attention could be directed against it.  
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Cold War atmosphere and consistency  

This atmosphere created by political power; created an economic system that 

functioned according to political will on both sides. International trade was tightly 

controlled and restricted; technological transfer was rarely visible. The Western-World 

was much more diverse and instable with its fractions according to geo- and local-

political goals; than the Socialist-Block which was more directly controlled and 

centralised. This system limited the possibilities, thus creating economic stability, i.e. 

consistency. Capitalists traded with capitalists, socialists with socialists and the cross 

“block” trade was limited to those goods that were utmost necessary to the other side, 

the need was the influencing factor and not the economic gain (opposed to todays 

globalised economy where economic gain is considered above all). In this system a 

high level of consistency was present, since the trading sides were much more limited 

given the political-economic environment.  

In this economic environment consistency is understood as a form of conduct, 

an attitude in economic activity, in which the actors on a given market co-exist and 

correspond with each other. Their actions are uniform on the long term and although 

there is a complex background and there are constant changes present given the 

international nature of globalised trade, the actions of the economic actors are coherent 

and stabile. By coherence and stability it is understood that the suppliers on one; and 

the purchasing side on the other hand have a relatively good understanding of each 

other and can estimate with high probability the nature and amount of the flow of 

goods in the long term. This brings economic stability, since trade relationships are 

reliable; also coherence, since the actors‟ likely behaviour will be unchanged in the 

long term. (Under economic stability the long term nature of trade activity is 

understood; while efficiency questions or profitability issues are not considered.) 

Socialist economies were more and Western ones less planned and centralised 

(according to international trade relations); still -  trade relationships were present on a 

longer and more traditional basis given the limitation. Traditional trade partnerships 

were established. Economic and trading agreements, unions and zones were created on 

one side favouring and discriminating certain countries according to political interests; 

a much more centralised system the Comecon (Council for Mutual Economic 

Assistance) was created on the other side in 1949 by the Soviet Union and the Eastern-

Block. The main idea was stability and reliability on both sides.  

2. The problem started in ‘91 when the Soviet Union broke up 

New world order  

The socio-economic realities of the world changed dramatically with the dissolution of 

the Soviet Union and the whole Socialist-Block. Comecon was suspended, economies 

opened up; market possibilities presented themselves. The American “democracy 

export” and the export of western, mainly US cultural values to the ex-socialist states 
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started even before the dissolution. Matusitz and Palermo (2014) use the following 

terms to describe the globalisation processes: “McDonaldisation”, “Grobarisation” and 

“Disneyfication”. “Grobarisation” (growth+globalisation) describes the need for 

international businesses to expand and make profit; this need was presented with the 

more and more interconnected world. Unlike globalisation, grobarisation promotes 

standardisation, homogenisation and universalism. The need for worldwide uniformity 

(presented by the example of the Walt Disney Company and other global 

conglomerates like CocaCola or McDonalds) helped the expansion practices of these 

companies together with the western cultural export.  

In 1991 with the socio-economic changes present, global businesses were 

introduced to the highly qualified and skilled Eastern-European and Chinese 

workforce. Besides being skilled, the wage level in these countries was much lower 

than in western countries. This helped profitability, attracted foreign investment and 

created opportunities globally. Globalisation got even faster as boundaries were gone, 

people and businesses were getting interconnected, and the whole world got “smaller”. 

Considering this side of the process, a positive flow of opportunities became present, 

but one cannot forget the negative aspects like socialist economies that relied on each 

other. Another important factor is that these socialist economies based on centralised 

planning could not compete with the more advanced western products, further crippled 

by privatisation that usually had negative local-economic outcomes in each and every 

Eastern-European country. With the economic changes political changes were also 

present, multinational corporations moved into Eastern-Europe, starting in the 60‟s and 

70‟s as described by Lauter and Dickie (1975) so that labour-intensive production 

would be more economical. Political changes were much more frequent outside the 

Socialist-Block which was uniform and stabile. This political stability also melted 

away during the 90‟s and a new ever-changing environment came to be in place.  

Multi-polarisation dangers  

The Bi-polar world of the cold-War era was transformed into a Multi-polar world that 

is much more complex and instable than the previous one. In an interview with the 

BBC (2015), Sir John Sawers (ex-MI6 chief) has described this as a more dangerous 

world. “The stability that we had during the Cold War, or the predominance of the 

West we had in the decade or two after the Cold War – that is now changing”. Political 

changes are present with new political goals that influence international trade relations. 

New possibilities are created; also new walls are erected in order to fulfil political 

goals. Power spheres are disappearing and changing as double standards are more and 

more visible. Double standards as a political (also economic) tool have been present as 

long as the mankind itself. A country tolerates certain behaviour from a friendly 

country, but doesn‟t tolerate it from an unfriendly one. Certain behavioural patterns 

and norms were expected in both blocks during the Cold War, each block had a centre 

and that centre had a clearly defined sphere of influence. These decided on the 

behavioural norms that need to be followed, also made decisions and solved conflicts 
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within the given sphere of influence (Soviet Union in the Eastern; USA in the 

Western). Today‟s conflicts cannot be solved so quickly and effectively since these 

spheres are either not present anymore, or they collide, thus as the political changes 

present themselves, so does the affiliation of the country change; together with the 

sphere of interest. Some countries that were in the Warsaw Pact until 1991 are now 

part of NATO, similarly as organisations, more voices are present, decision making 

becomes more complex and problematic. The diplomatic relations between the new 

and former allies make conflict-solving problematic (Mardell 2015; Christides 2015). 

The same problem can be seen in the European Union. As it slowly expands, new 

challenges emerge and a more diverse union is shaped unlike the USA that has a much 

more centralised political system (economic and political decision making, armed 

forces, foreign policy etc…) that is a clear advantage over the EU.  

Economic consistency in this approach was much more destroyed by 

globalisation and integration than it was advanced. The power centres that provided the 

much needed stability in political relationships that determined international trade 

faded away, giving space to a much more diverse and ever changing environment. 

Politics has a direct influence on economic activity in every aspect. The present 

conflicts in the Middle-East, the Yugoslav wars of the 1990‟s or most recently the 

political crisis in Ukraine shows the negative effects of the absence of these power-

centres. Although the problems used to be solved one-sidedly during the Cold-War 

blocks, and this was done according to affiliation and ideology, the relative geo-

political stability compensated in the long term for these adverse interventions. This 

system itself poses questions about the values that people hold important, or similarly 

what kind of system provides the greatest economic stability. What is more important: 

Stability? Security? Political and/or economic freedom? These all sound good, 

although their presence and coexistence can be considered a paradox. The new political 

freedom and changing environment can cause economic instability while the lack of 

political freedom can bring security and stability but personal freedom will be in turn 

restricted; personal freedom can have negative effects on security; economic freedom 

can bring financial crisis. Each and every possibility has its advantages but these come 

with clear disadvantages (although not necessarily).  

3. Post-socialist political and socio-economic system  

Ideology and security  

During the Cold-War governmental propaganda machines on both sides - East and 

West - were active in creating a negative “enemy” image over the other block in the 

eyes of their population. To install fear in the public, to reassure the public about their 

own dominance was at the core of governmental communication. This “enemy” picture 

dramatically changed during the 90‟s. The starting point is the ideological background 

of the conflict and the political, also socio-cultural effect these different ideologies had. 

Davies (1999) argues that although ideology was crucial, security was even more 
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important in the long term. Internal Soviet Communist Party documents prove that 

ideological questions were central considerations in Party policies regarding internal 

and foreign affairs. The main question was the party‟s view of the world and its 

mission in it. This in itself does not underline the fact that states have to consider 

security questions above all, not to let other states take dominant positions over them, 

thus forming alliances against “third” states. These alliances cause political balance in 

the long term. In this case the two blocks that provided political stability, with ideology 

as a background being present; can be an irrational distraction if not yielded to the 

political and security goals. 

The turbulent 1990’s  

Let‟s consider this question from a 2015 perspective. The Soviet Union broke up and 

the whole economic system changed. The countries, especially in Eastern-Europe faced 

all kinds of political and economic challenges starting with the collapsing socialist 

economic system together with previous connections and relationships. Were these 

economies efficient? Objectively it can be stated that they weren‟t. Were they serving a 

cause and provide relative stability with security? Yes they were. One of the things 

these countries lacked is marketing with its guiding and analysing function that 

examines the trends. Socialist Economies (except for Yugoslavia) considered 

marketing to be a “necessary evil” with no merit to economic growth (Lauter 1971). 

The imbalance of economic decision making was also an issue with no 

decentralisation. These states were later further crippled by a local economic crisis, 

corruption and growing crime rates. If the transition period would have been slower 

and adapted gradually to the changing environment, than half of the conflicts could 

have been avoided. From a Russian perspective the all-powerful Soviet Empire 

collapsed, their military might was divided, foreign influence presented itself, NATO 

that was considered one of the biggest threats came directly into contact with the 

Russian borders with no satellite states to provide a security distance. This NATO 

advance is considered a direct threat to Russian domestic security interests, although it 

should be mentioned that with the addition to new members, NATO itself is facing a 

double crisis. On one hand, it is incapable of finding a new role that could unite 

unanimously the members; on the other hand it is faced with a more diverse group of 

members that have sometimes conflicting national interests. After the aforementioned 

Western dominance during the 1990‟s the playing field is changing. During the Cold 

War conflicts were localised and solved in a timely fashion. A “sheriff” presented 

himself and solved the conflict. Today there are more “sheriffs” involved in a conflict 

with conflicting interest, thus the whole situation is prolonged and not solved.  

The dissolution of Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia is one of the great 

examples of conflicting interests. With no direct intervention to prevent or stop the 

war, with the foreign influence on multiple sides (The US, Russia, the European 

countries were aiding the conflicting sides according to their own interests) thus the 

conflict went on and on. This also had an effect on the whole international community 
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since later the “NATO Intervention” in Yugoslavia (Federal Republic of Yugoslavia), 

or “NATO Aggression” against Yugoslavia depending on the viewpoint was the first in 

a line of interventions without United Nations Security Council approval. Because of 

the shift (break) in power balance; international laws and regulations cannot be 

effectively enforced. The Arab spring brought revolutions that are having long lasting 

negative political and economic effects. This is the point where double-standards and 

the lack of a “power house” are felt. This creates long term conflict zones. 

Governmental communication (from the side of the leading powers) is also heating and 

not cooling the tension since the conflicting sides are aided not only by practical means 

(financial, technical) but also on a communication level, motivating and ensuring the 

respective side about support one-sidedly with demonising the other side similarly in a 

one-sided fashion. The “them” and “us” rhetoric well known in the Cold-War era is 

again strongly used especially in the case of moral double standards.  

At this point it can be stated that double standards and political interests were 

enforced during the Cold-War by both sides although in an organised, likely and stabile 

fashion. Economic decisions were made according to ideology and foreign economic 

policies (highlighting the importance of governmental communication to reinforce and 

gain public support for its foreign political and economic policies). These were 

enforced because of the same political motivations. In contrast, in today‟s globalised 

world these foreign policies are ever changing. Because of the political changes 

(elections and new governments) the affiliation of some countries are also changing on 

a regular basis; creating instability and providing a constant “battle field” for leading 

countries of the new multi-polar world to influence and intervene according to their 

own national interests. The main question shifted from satisfying the international 

community to fulfilling domestic interests and gaining wide support from the 

population according to these interests.  

4. Governmental Communication practices  

Public Support and Cyberspace 

Gaining public support to governmental policies is crucial, regardless of the countries‟ 

political system. There is a wide range of factors, like political, economic and personal 

freedom according to which countries can be classified. It can be democratic or 

autocratic, liberal or conservative, socialist or free market oriented etc... A government 

can hold on to power as long as there is no critical mass present (or as long as it doesn‟t 

let this critical mass form) that is opposed to the current “regime”. There is a wide 

range of communication and manipulation techniques that a country (government) 

can/must use in order to gain or retain public support. Using the appropriate 

communication methods and tools is crucial, especially in a changing environment 

where double standards are present. Advocating certain behaviour in one case and in 

contrast demonising the same behaviour in another can cause inconsistency.  
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Coherence is a key point in communication, especially today given the 

technological advances and the internet, speeches can be downloaded and found years 

later and contrasted with new and present ones. The media is especially keen on 

finding and contrasting these inconsistencies. Social media is also present, social media 

was responsible in some cases for generating the critical mass and make revolutions 

possible. During the Egyptian revolution, Facebook, Twitter and other social media 

sites were the channel that people used to share their stories. These stories were the 

tipping point since people started finding similarities. The internet made it possible for 

a viral spreading of ideas, thus motivating people to act and protest (Harlow 2013). 

Freedom of the internet and national security interests are constantly contrasted. 

Choucri and Clark (2013) define the question of cyberspace being brought from the 

“low politics” to the domain of “high politics”, that is something that is critical to the 

government. Cyberspace is providing a new terrain for cooperation or confrontation. 

The Chinese “Cyber” Great Wall is a good example of how dangerous the internet can 

be from a national security point of view, blocking sites and software, also monitoring 

key expressions. Social movements and the so called critical mass are easier than ever 

to form today; given the vast possibilities of the internet.  

Given the complexity of the question the following situations will be in the main 

field of interest: Yugoslav Wars and Intervention/Aggression; the “Arab Spring” 

uprisings/revolution and finally the Ukraine Conflict. Governmental communication 

will be in the focus in regards to specific events; the importance of political 

personalities as “opinion leaders” will be considered, last but not least the content 

(viewpoint) of the communicating sides will be contrasted about the same life event. 

Double Standards and Iraq  

Are double standards really present? Real life events support the existence of this 

phenomenon. Why are double standards even important and considered? Hatier (2012) 

highlights that although citizens can remove unpopular politicians through election, 

politicians cannot ask for better citizens. Usually pressure from the population is high, 

given the objective interest of politicians to get re-elected for a next term; thus action is 

taken according to public opinion. The need for popularity makes on the long term 

economically negative decisions necessary. On the other hand the public is in need of a 

vision thus promises (that are rarely kept) are needed to motivate it. The media is also 

directly influenced by politics (interviews, statements, leaks etc…). At the beginning of 

the 2000‟s the American media was full of articles and statements (in a coherent 

fashion) that Iraq was developing weapons of mass destruction. The Iraqi government 

repeatedly denied these accusations. This was repeated again and again and the tension 

was getting higher and higher. The American public was even introduced to 

(misleading) evidence. Public support was gradually built up through governmental 

communication. This led to intervention in 2003 (and the re-election of Bush in 2004). 

Not taking into account the autocratic nature of the Saddam regime, all in all the 
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country was stabile politically and economically. A certain status quo was present. 

After the intervention no political entity was able to fill in the power gap that the 

disposal of Saddam Hussein left, thus the question arises if the Iraqi people are ready 

for democracy? (This is more recently visible in Libya) Still the American “democracy 

export” was highlighted as a positive issue. In the end no weapons were found, and the 

communication changed from eliminating weapons to building democracy and 

bringing freedom and civil liberties to the oppressed Iraqi people. Today Iraq is one of 

the centres responsible for the conflicts in the Middle-East; because its political divide 

and instability provided a fertile ground for conflict.  

From a Bush administration point of view this intervention was a success. On 

one side there was a negative economic impact, felt by the public, on the other hand 

there was the positive image change of the president who advocates liberal “western” 

democratic values. The positive image change was bigger since the public was highly 

emotional about the issue. George W. Bust made the following comments on Iraq and 

Russia at the G8 summit in 2006: “I talked about my desires to promote institutional 

change … like Iraq; where there is a free press, free religion… I hope that Russia 
would do the same thing!”. Thus freedom and democracy was in the centre of 

communication; similarly as it was during the Cold-War. The American public is 

interested in these issues. Politicians have to find these issues that the people feel 

strongly about since emotions are the most important influencers in decision making, 

even stronger that economic gain or loss. President Vladimir Putin made the following 

remark as an answer to institutional change on the same summit: “We certainly would 

NOT like to have the same kind of democracy they have in Iraq”.  

Conflicting opinions and Ukraine 

The Ukraine conflict is also based on similar emotions. Not detailing the differences in 

economic assistance given by the EU and Russia to Ukraine; it can be stated that 

Ukraine from the economic point of view is in a highly dependent position to Russia 

and not the EU. Still because of the strong emotional charge of this question people 

went against their own economic self-interest. The happenings led to mass 

demonstrations and the fall of the Yanukovych government. This fuelled the emotions 

in the Russian population who declared independence first in Crimea, later in the 

Donbass region. At this position the “West” one-sidedly supports the pro-EU new 

government and demonises the pro-Russian separatists. On the other side Russia has 

quite the opposing view but doing the same, supporting one against the other side. 

Despite the western sanctions and economic hardships president Putin‟s approval 

ratings are skyrocketing inside Russia. Domestic emotions like national pride are a 

much greater influencing factor than economic problems or economic stability. 

President Putin is giving the masses what they wish for, a sense of satisfaction; 

although Russian national security interests are also an influencing factor. In an 

interview given to Russia Today in 2010 he made the following comments on 

“western” democracy: “That’s a long standing tradition of European countries, they 
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impose their standards and rules on others… remember what happened during the 

colonisation… this old tradition has transformed to democratisation. … Can you 
explain to me what you mean by western democratic model? There is one model in 

France and a different one in the US”. This democratisation by the western countries is 

quite differently understood by Russia. Mr Putin commented on the UN as an 

organisation and its efficiency in the modern world in 2014 during a Q&A session at 

the “Seliger-2014” youth forum: “You mentioned Yugoslavia, you mentioned Iraq, we 

were against the use of force in Iraq, just like France and Germany. It was unique … 

they were with us against the US. … there was a saying in the Soviet Union, whatever 

we start building ends up a Kalashnikov rifle, it seems to be the same with the US! 
Whatever they start doing all they end up is Libya and Iraq!”. In 2013 September the 

1
st
 at a news conference before the escalation of the conflict in the Middle-east he had 

the following remarks: “First I address Obama… as a Nobel Peace prize winner… 

How many times did the US initiate military conflicts in various parts of the world? 

Has this helped to resolve even one problem? I already mentioned Afghanistan Iraq 
and Libya, there is no peace there, no democracy… they don’t even have basic civil 

peace and some kind of balance. You have to consider this before you make a decision 

to launch airstrikes, which will certainly result in casualties, including civilian!”. 

Similar speeches can be found, the main idea is criticizing the USA and its foreign 

policy, portraying it as militarised and self-centred. This defiance to US policies 

impresses the Russian people. Thus in Russia the main influencing factor is national 

pride and the recognition of the Russian State internationally as a strong and powerful 

player once again in international affairs.  

In contrast, what are the main influencers in the USA? During the Cold-War it 

was anti-communism, freedom and democracy. The Bush administration used the same 

principles for gaining public support, the US democracy export and the fight against 

terrorism and oppression. On 2014 September the 11
th
 President Barack Obama in his 

address to the people made the following remarks: “We can’t erase every trace of evil 
from the world… we will fight terrorism… we have ramped up our military assistance 

to the Syrian opposition… we cannot rely on the Assad regime that terrorises its own 

people, a regime that will never regain its legitimacy that it lost… We are strongest as 
a Nation when the president and congress work together… Americans are united… 

America is in a better position today to seize the future than any other nation on earth. 

Our technology companies and universities are unmatched! Our manufacturing and 

auto industries are thriving! Energy independence is closer that it has been in 

decades!... I see the grit and determination and common goodness of the American 
people... It is America that rallied the world against Russian aggression and in support 

of the Ukrainian people’s right to determine their own destiny!... We stand for freedom, 
justice and dignity!”. According to this and other speeches the same principles can be 

seen being communicated to the people as by other administrations in the past. It can 

be stated with high probability that these are the main and most important principles 

for the US population; the strongest emotions can be felt regarding these questions. 

The USA is portrayed like the defender of freedom and civil liberties. President Obama 
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is similarly to President Putin giving the people what they want, to see their country as 

the protector of freedom.  

What’s with Yugoslavia?  

In Yugoslavia the principle of state sovereignty and national self-determination was 

contrasted. The USA made the decision to “protect” the national self-determination of 

the Kosovar Albanians. Kosovo is now an independent state according to some nations, 

a part of Serbia according to others. This divide is also present in the EU since some 

accept the unilateral declaration of independence, some are fiercely against it. 

Tomislav Nikolić Serbian President had the following comments on the 

commemoration to the victims of NATO Bombing in Aleksinac 2015: “Lonely and 
tragic, the voice of Serbia was lost in the cacophony of tyrants who tore apart the very 

core of the international system, first by words and decisions, and then by bombs. The 

consequences of arrogant decisions made 16 years ago are felt to this day around the 
world,. The same self-determination is a question in Transnistria; Kurdistan, South-

Ossetia, Crimea. Why didn‟t the American government assist these people in their 

independence will? Why is Russia making an example of the importance of national 

sovereignty, and then intervening in other countries itself? Serbian Prime Minister 

Aleksandar Vučić commented on more occasions that Serbia is in a unique position 

given its geopolitical and historic ties; both to Russia and the EU. This would help it be 

in a mediating position to bringing back regional stability and cooperation. Despite the 

pressure from both sides, the Serbian government has shown remarkable stability in 

governmental communication. Each time in the same fashion the message of Prime 

Minister Aleksandar Vučić was clear: “We will NOT introduce sanctions against the 
Russian Federation”. Even the EU was sometimes introduced as a side putting pressure 

on Serbia. At present the conflict in ongoing, Serbia is in a unique situation being in-

between two frontlines. It is up to the future to judge the success or failure of this 

mediation between the conflicting sides.  

Almost the same course of actions can be seen in Syria. The revolutionaries 

were supported by the west, the government by Russia. In Ukraine the separatists are 

supported by Russia and the Kiev government by the “west” and the USA. National 

interests made it necessary for the US to intervene in the Middle-East, Iraq and Libya. 

The same national interests made it necessary for Russia to intervene in Georgia, Syria 

and Ukraine. Both countries are doing exactly the same things, protecting their national 

and security self-interest. At the same time, in these cases, double standards are most 

visible since both sides think it is totally unacceptable for the other side to do the same 

thing. America demonises Russia for the interventions and defends its involvement in 

other cases. Russia is doing the same, criticizing the USA and defending its own 

policies. These notions are conflicting in a “Quod licet Iovi, non licet bovi!” fashion 

(Latin: Gods may do what cattle may not) in part also reflecting on the double 

standards present.  
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Conclusion  

Political double standards are the way of life. During the Cold-War each dominant side 

had a clear centre and a power base with a zone of influence. Within these zones, the 

standards of the power base were the most dominant, thus influenced states were acting 

accordingly. Today these zones are ever changing, thus change can be presented as a 

threat of instability. Given the globalised world with interconnected and interdependent 

sides, these changes can bring new opportunities or pose threats, thus threat long term 

economic and political consistency. Just as during the Cold-War, periods of friendlier 

and more hostile relationships followed each other, it is the same today only in a more 

turbulent and unpredictable fashion.  

Communication was and still is a very important matter. Building up the enemy 

picture with the “us and them” rhetoric helped governments overcome economic and 

political difficulties, putting the blame on external influence or the “other side”, thus 

finding a scapegoat. The critical mass is an important factor from two sides. Firstly the 

critical mass provides the necessary political stability with its public support for the 

government and its domestic and foreign policies. Secondary the critical mass has to be 

reckoned with as a dangerous force in regards to political stability and domestic 

security. If it is opposed to the government, it can protest loudly, even taking violent 

action in some cases.  

Which are the most important factors that a government has to take into 

consideration when communicating? Firstly, it is the composition of its support base. 

There is a wide range of channels starting with traditional and printed to online and 

mass media like television and radio. The biggest threat to a communicating side is 

inconsistency. Communication as a course of action has to be planned and 

implemented accordingly. Providing contradictory or colliding statements is a sign of 

insecurity. The masses react to insecurity in a negative fashion. Communication has to 

be simple and have a clear message. When politicians speak in public, no matter what 

the subject or occasion is, they smuggle in pieces of messages from previous topics that 

are important. The more times the people hear the same piece of message, the better the 

understanding of governmental policies will be in the eyes of the public. The 

appropriate communication channels have to be chosen for the appropriate public. 

Younger and older generation have different preferences, these have to be monitored 

and used accordingly. Secondly the opposition has to be considered as a critical mass. 

The same principle arises, understanding the needs and expectation of the masses and 

acting accordingly. Marketing is an important tool in providing the information about 

the most emotional issues that can be in the centre of communication. Political 

marketing is not so different from the regular one; the tasks are the same, gathering 

information about the “consumer” (public), providing analysis to the “company” 

(government). Influencing and manipulating public opinion according to the analysis 

and the policies of the company, also building demand and brand loyalty. Effectively 
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acting and communicating according to the public‟s expectations, also constantly 

monitoring the trends and providing feedback.  

When communicating, statesman and influential politicians act as “opinion 

leaders”. The public reacts according to the credibility of these leaders to the public 

policy being communicated. These people have to focus on the emotions of the people 

as the strongest influencing factor. At the moment it seems that public confrontation is 

a visible trend, conflicting ideas are presented in a long term. These are direct and 

emotional. More and more the “us and them” rhetoric is used again, with a focus on 

those messages that are important to the domestic population. The public will always 

be influenced by emotions, the most successful leaders can understand and influence, 

in the end act accordingly to these emotions. As the political and economic playing 

field becomes more and more unlevelled, more and more opinion leaders could present 

themselves.  
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Resume 

The article examines the processes of globalisation through which consistency is 

affected and challenged. These processes are further complicated by the double 

standards that countries involved in international trade use, according to their 

respective geo-political goals. These inconsistencies on the one hand cause constant 

change and instability (the opposite of what globalisation meant to bring forward) and 

also domestic and international difficulties in communication. Events repeatedly 

showcase these double standards (Yugoslavia, Ukraine, and Iraq) and cause an ever-

changing economic environment that negatively affects stability and trade on the one 

and domestic population on the other hand. The masses are needed in order to secure 

the critical mass and public support for the same policies that are highly emotional, 

thus, if policy makers (politicians) don‟t react and influence accordingly to these 

emotions, they are deemed to fail. 
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